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[ Answer question no. One (1) & any four (4) from the rest I
1. Define attitude with its characteristics. What is the relationship between

attitude and belief?

2. What do you mean by social interaction? What are its levels? Describe
briefly the nature of social interaction.

3. 'Propaganda is essentially a technique of controlling attitude'. Consider
the scope and limitations of propaganda.

4. Explain the various group structures. How work structure differs from
power structure?

5. Explain the concept of interpersonal perception and the process of social
perception.

6. What is prejudice? Describe the various types of prejudices.

7. Define fashion. What are the psychological bases of fashion? Explain.

8. Discuss about the interpersonal attraction with its levels.
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[ PART-A: Objective]

2017/06 7. Which of the following statement is not a characteristic of social group?
a. Its members have a distinctive set of interpersonal relations.
b. Its members are conscious of shared membership. Dc. Its members accept certain rights and obligations.
d. Its members are a casual collection of people.

S. The belief can be considered as
a. Emotional thinking of an individual
b. Cognitive embodiment of attitudes Dc. Social adjustment
d. None of them

1x20=20
9. In social perception which process is involved

a. Social process
b. Emotional process Dc. Mental process
d. All of the above

10. The individual interact with one another and this process is called
a. Interpersonal response
b. Group behaviour Dc. Interpersonal perception
d. Social interaction
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1. Which is not the type of social interaction?
a. Person to person

D b. Person to society
c. Group to group
d. Person to group

2. The main component of attitude is
a. Cognitive

D b. Social
c. Physical
d. None ofthese

3. Which factor is not responsible for change in attitudes?
a. Communication

D b. Mutual contact
c. Religious factor
d. Individual influence

11. The term propaganda is derived from a
a. Latin word
b. Greek word
c. German word
d. None of these

D
4. The educational psychologist advices a school board on

a. Old curriculum
D b. Circulation of stimulus

c. Knack
d. New curriculum

12. Folkways are the result of
a. Spontaneous growth
b. Developmental process Dc. Social process
d. All of these

5. School comes in socialisation of a child
a. Through grouping

D b. At oral stage
c. After family
d. After society

6. Of the following which is a primary group?
a. School
b. Factory

D c. Family
d. Political party

13. Fad is related to
a. The behaviour of an individual.
b. Transference from one generation to another.
c. of emotions.
d. Attractions of other.

14. Interpersonal attraction is an attitude towards
a. The other group
b. Other person
c. The friends Dd. All of these



15. Which is not the element of persuasion?
a. The communication

Db. The message
c. The social interaction
d. The audience
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16. Group cohesiveness means
a. The feeling of jealous

D h. The feeling of oneness
c. The social behaviour
d. All of these
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17. The essence of secondary group experience is
a. Intimate relationship

D h. Face to face contacts
c. Casualness of contacts
d. Consciousness of kind
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18. Human nature develops in man as a
a. Member of a religion

D h. Citizen of a state
c. Member of an organization
d. Member of a society

19. Which is not the characteristic of attitude?
a. Attitudes are acquired

D h. Attitudes are formed
c. Attitudes are related to stimulus and response
d. Attitudes are more or less permanent

20. Person perception is mainly related to
a. The adjustment with the situation

D h. The behavioural process
c. Both A and B
d. The ability to judge other people
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~ The paper contains twenty (20) / ten (10) questions.

~ The student shall write the answer in the box where it is provided.

~ The student shall not overwrite / erase any answer and no mark shall be given for

such act.

~ Hand over the question paper cum answer sheet (Objective) within the allotted time

(20 minutes /10 minutes) to the invigilator.
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